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About This Game

THE MACHINE AGE HAS BEGUN in this immersive and atmospheric squad-based shooter in which you need to regain
control of a futuristic Tokyo from an emerging robotic threat.

Set in 2080, the story starts when Dan Marshall and his squad are sent to bring the robotic community under control as they
begin to infiltrate society and slowly take over undetected, leaving humans redundant in their wake.

Thrilling encounters with highly intelligent robotic enemies require you to think tactically, make challenging, real-time moral
decisions and build up trust with your team mates in order to guide your squad to safety and success.

Key Features:

A NEW TAKE ON FUTURISTIC TOKYO - Experience dual layered Tokyo with a run down and derelict lower city
and a clean and affluent upper city.

THE CONSEQUENCE SYSTEM - Under the pressures of battle every action, every choice and every word affects
everything.

PROCEDURAL DAMAGE - Fully destructible and highly resilient robots adapt to the damage they sustain
encouraging you to analyse each enemy, find their weaknesses and dispose of them in the most efficient way.

WEAPON MODIFICATION AND SKILL SELECTION - Alongside a full armoury of unique weapons, put
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emphasis on the skills that will benefit you.
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Title: Binary Domain
Genre: Action
Developer:
Devil's Details
Publisher:
SEGA
Release Date: 26 Apr, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7/Vista/XP

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.66 GHz or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2GB RAM (XP)/3GB RAM (Windows 7 / Vista)

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT220 (512MB) / ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT (512MB)

Hard Drive: 8 GB free hard drive space

English,French,German,Italian
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I played a bit. It\u2019s pretty good.. I Brought this game so you don't have too.

This game is beyond bad. I know it is only 50p (at least when i brought it), but this game wouldn't have even stayed in my steam
library if it was free. The control scheme is horrendous, the camera angle is nausiating, and you cant even complete the first
level (seriously - the finish DOESNT WORK). How can a game be made so badly.

You might as well just stare at a black screen. Its cheaper, and probably more entertaining than this game.. Fun scifi space based
city building game with away missions made by awesome devs!
Even better is that Spatials owners will be getting the Spatials Galactology for free :). A little chalenging but I love a chalenge.
Got this while it was in early development and it was quite good. Came back to it months later and it was absolutely fantastic.
The game has changed so much over it's development and it is a shining example of how early access can be done right.. It won't
start up. Seems like to me devs want the money but don't want you to play it. play 2 instead! Thumbs Down.
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I absolutely love the breakout (brick-breaking) type games, and Shatter is just that, except on steroids. It's really addicting, fast-
paced, flashy, and much more involved/interesting than your typical brick-breaking game. Instead of your paddle being
restricted to the bottom of the screen, many levels have it on the side. Also, there are levels where your paddle is allowed more
freedom than just one side. The bonus levels are fun, and the soundtrack is great. I also like how there are really cool bosses for
each level. There have been many times when I lost track of time while playing.. While miles better than their first Sherlock
Holmes game, this second outing is still not good. The plot's a bit of a jumble, and the items you have to find far too hidden.
There's also no first person option, so most of the game is spent watching Holmes walk slowly around the large areas.

Frogwares gets better though! In fact every game after this is well worth playing, even the silly Hound of the Baskervilles.. It's
like a generic waifu fighting game but on mid-air. I feel like I must write a review on this program. Most serious art programs
cost well above 50, with few exceptions. This is a solid art program that doesn't seem to have quite the same number of features
as Photoshop, but compensates by having some rather unique features of its own. It is very fast, surprisingly so considering its
features. The only real issues I've had with it is the keyboard shortcuts are rather unconventional and awkward at times... There's
some brilliant improvements and innovations to workflow, but some rather odd choices as well that makes it difficult to work
with when color picking with certain tablets. I also cannot find some traditional stuff like lightening and darkening, but I think
this is likely due to my own lack of familiarity with the program. Overall, I've to recommend it for the sheer value for money
factor.. Bought this game Yesterday , well what can i say ? The Best Game i have ever bought , it is the definition of value for
money ! The Graphics are HQ and they have improved so much more to do with the little things such as a updated and easier to
use shopping system and new vehicles . The New Engine is Superb creating tracks for your vehicle in the mud and dust effects
as well as your machinery getting dirty meaning you have to clean it , the Forestry is just the iceing on the cake I LOVE IT ! So
if you have the choice to buy this game , DO IT you will never regret it !. UNFORGIVING
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